
ACADEMIC WRITING PARAGRAPH SENTENCE SEQUENCE

Follow these 6 steps for a strong paragraph structure. Every piece of academic writing is structured by paragraphs and
headings. The topic sentence tells the reader what the paragraph is about â€“ but why does this point.

Then you can go back and read all of it with a clearer picture of how each of the details fit in. Each sentence in
the above passage starts with a familiar idea and progresses to a new one, but it lacks coherenceâ€”a sense of
being about one thing. Imagine each paragraph as having three general layers of text. The cost of this
devil-may-care approach is, most often, clarity and coherence. Three of these designs are described and
evaluated in the following sections. Clearly related to the research problemâ€”The sentences should all refer to
the central idea, or the thesis, of the paper. Does the exclusion of blacks from the high beach parallel the
segregation of public pools? Second, it makes it seem like the topic sentence must always be a single
grammatical sentence. Focus first and most on your ideas, on crafting an ambitious analysis. The Thesis
statement usually appears at the middle or end of the introductory paragraph of a paper, providing a concise
summary of the main point or claim of the piece of writing. This is the most common reason why a paragraph
is too long. If a paragraph is more than a page long, it likely contains more than one controlling idea. In
general, paragraphs consist of three parts: the topic sentence, body sentences, and the concluding or the bridge
sentence to the next paragraph or section. The planning stage of writing serves the same purpose as
architectural blueprints, that is: to foresee the problems of construction and solve them before building begins.
Moving from one section to the next whilst indicating addition, contrast or opposition This chapter has
demonstrated that â€¦ It is now necessary to explain the course of â€¦ Having discussed how to construct X, the
final section of this paper addresses ways of â€¦ This section has analysed the causes of X and has argued that
â€¦ The next part of this paper â€¦ In addition, it is important to ask â€¦ On the other hand, in spite of much
new knowledge about the role of â€¦ However, this system also has a number of serious drawbacks. This is
undoubtedly a great thing, but for some of our students it can lead to complacency. Although the Braille
system gained immediate popularity with the blind students at the Institute in Paris, it had to gain acceptance
among the sighted before its adoption throughout France. Introduction: the first section of a paragraph; should
include the topic sentence and any other sentences at the beginning of the paragraph that give background
information or provide a transition. Your thesis statement should not exceed one sentence, and is a guiding
light for your essay or piece of writing. Linking and Connections Tip for linking - Using 'This' Or 'It' There's a
simple principle here - when you use 'this' or 'it' to sum up what was in the last paragraph, don't leave the
reader to work out what 'this' or 'it' was. Beginning a paragraph with a topic sentence ensures your reader
recognizes early in the paragraph what larger idea the paragraph is going to demonstrate. The Chicago Riot in
was touched off when white bathers threw rocks at black teenagers who had drifted into a white beach on Lake
Michigan. Instead, as you revise your draft think about how each sentence is functioning in your paragraph,
and whether your paragraph has sufficient functional sentences to make its point. In this case, consider
eliminating sentences that relate to the second idea, with the thought that maybe they don't really inform and
help support the central research problem, or split the paragraph into two or more paragraphs, each with only
one controlling idea. Key sentences in academic writing do two things. In the final version of your paper you
may have a shorter paragraph or two. It was wonderful to have a simple laboratory experiment on fusion to try
after the decades of embarrassing attempts to control hot fusion. For example, you can set a goal of writing
four to six sentences per paragraph: in that number of sentences you can announce an idea, prove that idea
with evidence, and explain why this evidence matters by linking it to the overall goal of your paper. Imagine
reading this page without paragraph breaks. Break down a concept or category into various parts to help the
reader understand it. In Version A, in contrast, the first sentence focuses on balance theory, but then the
second sentence makes a new point about social ties before telling the reader that the point comes from
balance theory. If you indent there is no need to skip a line - and vice versa. Both women have flowers and
accessories. However, do not be too creative in experimenting with the narrative flow of paragraphs.
Transition sentences guide your reader smoothly from the topic of the preceding paragraph into the topic of
your new paragraph. Scribbr editors not only correct grammar and spelling mistakes, but also strengthen your
writing by making sure your paper is free of vague language, redundant words and awkward phrasing. We can
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all read and write. More means of communication lead to more opportunities to make connections. Flow and
connectivity allow the reader to follow the thread of the argument from one sentence to the next and from one
paragraph to the next. University Writing Center.


